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Fairbanks 

Karen Taber, FWC Coordinator 

Take-back event: continuing activities in partnership with law enforcement agencies 

along the same lines as their April take-back event; the event was promoted on 

television, radio, PSA’s, flyers, social media in addition to spreading by word of mouth 

and through speaking events; plans to modify state print materials to fit local conditions 

but have not started yet. 

 

Anchorage 

Charlie Daniels, HVHC Coalition Coordinator 

Similar efforts to Fairbanks in addition to contacting 250 assisted living facilities in 

Anchorage by telephone to promote the drug take-back event; flyers and posters were 

printed with help of HVHC coalition members; continuing to partner with ANTHC, 

including a drive thru option as an alternative for medication disposal; continuing 

distribution of pill pods; will be on KTUU Daybreak to promote take-back events 

Wednesday, October 25th. Waiting for approval of action plan. 

 

Mat-Su  

Stephanie Allen, Thrive Mat-Su Coalition Director 

Increased locations of take-back events to three locations (added Talkeetna) in 

collaboration with Alaska State Troopers; printed disposal information on MEA utility 

bill inserts to 60K customers with information on not sharing, monitoring, safe storage, 

and disposal, locations of permanent drop boxes and disposal bags; utilized newspaper 

and local radio station.  

 

Kenai 

Shari Conner, C4K Coalition Coordinator 

Distributed take-back flyers to local doctor’s offices to promote the event; outreach with 

Alaska Native tribes about disposal options including Rx Destroyer™ (activated charcoal 

solution) for residents with issues attending in person due to transportation issues; 

additional take-back events promoted on the radio; conducting first DEA-approved 

take-back in Homer in addition to smaller take-back event in Seward. 
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Juneau 

Riley Neff Warner, PFS Coordinator 

Working with local pharmacies to expand drug take-back strategy with disposal buckets 

provided by OSMAP; community has limited disposal options primarily because it is 

expensive to ship out the collected substances; coalition is continuing discussions with 

police department, pharmacies, city council members, city hospital and leaders of tribal 

health consortium around limitations for Rx disposal options. 

 

Sitka  

Loyd Platson, HOPE Coalition Coordinator  

Partnering with local pharmacies to promote take-back event hosted by SEARHC; 

brochures promoting awareness of safe storage and disposal of medicine will be 

distributed with all pharmacy prescriptions including locations to access Narcan Kits; 

Rx medication disposal options are challenging due to the high shipping costs.. Other 

strategies include working in partnership with local utilities to add safe disposal 

messages on utility bills. 


